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ABSTRACT

Spatial networks display both topologic and geometric variations in their structure.

This study investigates the measurement of road network structure.  Existing measures of

heterogeneity, connectivity, accessibility, and interconnectivity are reviewed and three

supplemental measures are proposed, including measures of entropy, connection patterns,

and continuity. Proposed measures were applied to 16 test networks, which were derived

from 4 idealized base networks: 90-degree, 45-degree, 30-degree, and completely

connected. The results show that the differentiated structures of road networks can be

evaluated by the measure of entropy; predefined connection patterns of arterial roads can

be identified and quantified by the measures of ringness, webness, beltness, circuitness,

and treeness. A measure of continuity evaluates the quality of a network from the

perspective of travelers. Proposed measures could be used to describe the structural

attributes of complicated road networks quantitatively, to compare different network

structures, and to explore the structural evolution of networks in the spatial and temporal

context.  These measures can find their applications in urban planning and transportation

practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Networks, which can be embodied as a set of nodes representing spatial locations

and a set of links representing connections, possess many different structural properties,

displaying both topological and geometric variations. The arrangement and connectivity

of nodes and links of a network is referred to as its topology. At a higher level of

complexity, geometric attributes such as spacing, shape, orientation, density and

geometric patterns may be introduced.

The long-standing interest in measuring the spatial structure of road networks has

been driven by the inherent impact of network structure on the performance of

transportation systems, as well as its subsequent affects on land use and urban form

(Mohring, 1961; Gauthier, 1966; Marshall, 2005). Quantifiable indicators can abstract the

properties of complicated network structure and could be helpful in exploring the

structural evolution of these networks in a spatial and temporal context.

Early work on measuring the structure of transportation networks dates back to the

1960s, when geographers and transportation researchers focused almost exclusively on

topologic measures employing graph-theoretic network analysis, constrained by limited

data, computational power, and modeling techniques (Garrison, 1960; Garrison and

Marble, 1962; Kansky, 1963; Harggett and Chorley, 1969). With the more widespread

availability of travel demand models since 1970s, researchers started to explore how

traffic flows and travel pattern are affected by various geometric network structures

(Newell, 1980; Vaughan, 1987). Some empirical studies analyzed specific connection

patterns of roads especially urban highways, both qualitatively and quantitatively (Payne-

Maxie Consultants, 1980; Taylor et al., 2005). In recent years, network research has

shifted its focus from simple topologic and geometric properties to large-scale statistical

properties of complex (and less spatially constrained or non-spatial) networks (Albert et

al., 1999; Barabasi, 2002, 2003; Newman, 2003). Some of these studies used as examples

large-scale transportation networks such as the national airline system and the national

highway network.

This study reviews previous research on transportation network structures and

proposes three complementary structural measures of heterogeneity, connection pattern,

and continuity based on the characteristics of roads.
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 The functional or operational differentiation of roads in a network with regard to

their relative importance to the network is referred to as network heterogeneity, which is

evaluated in this study by a collective statistical measure of entropy.

This study explores the geometric pattern of arterials, which connect contiguously in

a network, as an outstanding feature of most road networks. Predefined connection

patterns are identified and their respective significance is measured.

Network structure shapes traffic flows on a network. The desired properties of

network structure perceived by travelers in their travel such as clarity, contiguity, and

comfortableness are important indicators to the quality of network design and urban

transportation planning. The third measure proposed in this study is developed based on

travel demand models to evaluate the aggregate contiguity/discontiguity experienced by

travelers when moving on a given network that consists of different classes of roads.

The next three sections review literature and present three proposed measures

respectively. Then these measures are applied to 16 test networks and the results are

analyzed.  The concluding part summarizes the findings and suggests the potential

application of proposed measures.

HETEROGENEITY

Heterogeneity is a common feature of many complex networks.  Barabasi (2003)

found that sites on the Web form a network with unique mathematical properties: the

probability (pk) that any node (site) was connected to k other nodes was proportional to

1/kα, that is,

€ 

pk ∝
1
kα

(1)

where k is the degree of the node, i.e., the number of links connected to that node; α

is some constant exponent.

The distribution of node degrees defined by Equation (1) is called the “power-law

degree distribution” (Newman, 2003).  Complex networks with power-law distributions

are referred to as “scale-free networks” in a study of the World Wide Web (Albert et al.,

1999) and have been observed in a host of other networks, notably including citation

networks (Price, 1965), metabolic networks (Jeong et al., 2000), and the network of

human sexual contacts (Liljeros et al., 2001).
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Although scale-free networks are now recognized, the power law is not a universal

rule. All the networks in which most nodes have approximately the same number of links

are referred to as “random networks”, in contrast to scale-free networks that are subject to

a power law.  Baribasi (2003) used the U.S. highway system as an example of random

networks, while the U.S. airline system was an example of scale-free networks.  A road

network is one of many prominent random networks that exist in the real world. In an

urban region where nodes represent terminals, facilities, travel origins and destinations,

intersections or interchanges of roads, most nodes have only a few connections and tend

to connect only to their neighbors.  In American cities, junctions with three and four

connections, usually referred to as “T-junctions” and “X-junctions” respectively, are the

two dominant intersection patterns (Marshall, 2005).

In his work exploring how scale-free networks emerge and evolve, Barabasi (2002;
2003) finds that as new nodes enter a scale-free network, they are more likely to link to
highly connected nodes than lesser connected nodes, and this feedback loop gives
preference to the large nodes. This growth mechanism does not apply to urban

transportation systems. Barabasi states that “there might be steep cost addition of each

link to a given node” that “could prevent certain networks from becoming scale-free”.  In

the case of a road network, constructing and operating an intersection (either a grade

separated interchange or a surface intersection with signals) is costly, and the cost

increases exponentially with the number of intersecting links.  Thus a node of intersection

tends to connect only to a few adjacent nodes. Limited road capacity is another factor that

prevents a road network from becoming scale-free. As Barabasi pointed out, “congestion

along specific links is major consideration” for transportation because “too much traffic

on a particular link can cause the potential failure of this link and other links”. In

addition, due to the vast investment in right-of-way and infrastructure for limited-access

long-distance roads, a node tends to connect to other nodes with limited distances.

These explanations, however, fail to recognize the link-centric nature of road

networks.  In fact, while Barabasi deals in a node-centric world, links are the active

elements in surface transportation infrastructure. The limited number of connections of

nodes and limited capacity and lengths of links do not mean urban roads are

homogenous.  Instead, we would argue that heterogeneity exists in most road networks,

considering the differentiated functional properties and operational performance of urban
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roads, and that this heterogeneity (hierarchy) would exist without a prespecified design

(Yerra and Levinson 2005, Levinson and Yerra 2006).

Roads are designed to serve different purposes, which can be referred to as a

“functional classes”.  Functional classification is the process by which streets and

highways are grouped into classes according to the character of service they are intended

to provide (Federal Highway Administration, 1997).  The road network plays a dual role

in providing both access to property and travel mobility.  Local streets emphasize the land

access function, arterial roads emphasize a high level of mobility for through movement,

and collectors offer a compromise between both functions. Arterial roads (including

freeways, major highways, and undivided arterials) are essential in an urban

transportation system with regard to the mobility. In Minnesota, for example, there are

approximately 19,300 kilometers (12,000 miles) of Interstates and state highways (9% of

the total road length) as of 2005, which account for about 60% of the total 87 billion

yearly vehicle-kilometers (54 billion vehicle-miles) traveled in this state (Minnesota

Department of Transportation, 2005).  Arterials are usually designed with higher free

flow speeds, higher capacities, and longer uninterrupted distances.

Roads also have different operational performance, in terms of their levels of service

(LOS).  Level of service incorporates elements such as riding comfort and freedom from

speed changes, but the most basic is operating speed or trip travel time.  This kind of

differentiation can be called an “operational classification”.

The functional classifications of roads in design, combined with the differentiation

of road performance in operation, make an urban road network heterogeneous.

In a scale-free network, the importance of a node is indicated by the degree of that

node (Newman, 2003) and using each node’s degree as a proxy for its importance, the

heterogeneity of a complex network can be further statistically quantified.  Sole and
Valverde (2004) introduced information theory to measure the heterogeneity of complex
networks by categorizing nodes according to their degrees.  Trusina et al. (2004)

measured the hierarchy of complex networks based on the concept of a “hierarchical

path” and further found that for random scale-free networks the extent of hierarchy is

shown to smoothly decline with the exponent α of the power-law distribution.
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Without taking into account link properties, however, few of these measures can be

used for urban road networks. This section introduces a statistically collective measure of

entropy (H) to evaluate the link-based heterogeneity of road networks.

The concept of entropy was initially proposed by Shannon (1948) in his landmark

paper “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” to measure information uncertainty:

€ 

H(X) = − pi log2(pi)
i=1

m

∑ (2)

Where m is the number of subsets in the system X, and pi is the proportion of agents

in the ith subset.  The entropy value of a homogenous group is zero and a higher entropy

value indicates more heterogeneity.  Entropy has also been widely introduced to measure

the heterogeneity of complex networks (Balch, 2000; Ben-Naim et al., 2004).

If individual links of a road network are considered as a collection of agents, they

can be grouped into subsets based on different road properties such as functional type,

traffic volume, or level of service. For example, the 20,380 links in the Minneapolis-St.

Paul Metropolitan Area Planning Network area in practice grouped into 6 different levels

of service from LOS A to F or 9 different functional types including divided freeways,

undivided freeways, ramps, collectors, etc. The proportion of each subset is calculated as

the frequency of links in this subset over the total number of links, and then proportions

are aggregated into the entropy measure in Equation (2).  In an extreme case all the links

are grouped into one subset. Without losing generality, we suppose:





>

=
=

10

11

i

i
pi (3)

the entropy measure is equal to 0, representing a homogonous network with regard to a

specific road property. A positive entropy measure indicates that there exists

heterogeneity in a network with more than one group of links. A larger entropy measure

indicates a higher heterogeneity of the network.

CONNECTION PATTERN

The connection and arrangement of a road network is usually abstracted in network

analysis as a directed planar graph G={V, E}, where V is a collection of nodes (vertices)

connected by directional links (edges) E (links are directional when a link from node R to
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S is distinct from a link from S to R).  Physically, a two-way road consists of two adjacent

and opposite one-directional links.  A network that consists of only two-way links can be

simplified as an undirected network.  This study examines only undirected networks for

simplicity.

A number of topological measures of network structure have been developed based

on elementary concepts of graph theory. Four indices, including Cyclomatic number,

Alpha index, Beta Index, and Gamma Index, are all defined on the basis of three basic

parameters of network topology, i.e., the number of edges (road segments) (e), the

number of vertices (nodes) (v), including road intersections, travel origins and

destinations, and the number of maximally connected components (g), which is explained

as follows.

A planar network may be unconnected but consist of connected pieces, which are

called “maximally connected components”, or “connected components”. Given a network

G={V, E}, its subgraph S={V', E'} is a maximally connected component if all vertices

(V') of S are connected by edges in {E'}, and no vertex can be added to S so that S will

still be connected.  The total number of connected components g in a network can be

counted using graph algorithms (Gibbons, 1985).

The cyclomatic number indicates the number of circuits in a network.  The alpha

index is the ratio between the actual number of circuits in the network and the maximum

number of circuits; the beta index is the ratio between the number of links and the

number of nodes; the gamma index compares the actual number of links with the

maximum number of possible links in the network.

These indices can estimate the multiplicity of links in a road network, and can also

form some useful common yardsticks for comparison between networks.  Values for the

alpha index and gamma index range from 0 to 1.  A higher value for each of the four

measures represents a more connected network.

A series of matrices for direct connections, accessibility, the Shimbel distance, and

valued graph are also developed to examine the internal structure of networks (Taaffe et

al., 1996). These matrices can be used to conduct network analysis that cannot be

effectively treated by single-number full-network measures discussed above.
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More details on these measures are summarized by Harggett and Chorley (1969),

Taaffe et al. (1996), and Rodrigue (2004). These measures have been used to explore the

topology of transportation networks since the early 1960s. Garrison (1960) measured the

connectivity of the Interstate Highway System. Kansky (1963) proposed 14 indices to

measure the topological characteristics of transportation networks. Dill (2004) measured

the network connectivity for bicycling and walking in the Portland, Oregon region.

While these descriptive measures are useful, they are incomplete as they disregard

the distance and orientation of links. Among all the geometric attributes of urban road

networks, connection pattern has been the focus of a great deal of attention (Harggett and

Chorley, 1969; Hanson, 1986; Vaughan, 1987; Taaffe et al., 1996; Marshall, 2005) for its

fundamental impact on travel behavior, distribution of homes and workplaces, land use,

and urban form. Specifically, typical connection patterns such as the beltway in highway

systems and hub-and-spoke in airport systems have been studied for years.

Originally conceived as a means of diverting through traffic away from congested

central-city areas, beltways have become integral parts of the intra-metropolitan highway

system.  The U.S. Department of Transportation performed a study to examine the

impacts of circumferential limited-access highways (beltways) on the land use of

American cities (Hanson, 1986).  A statistical analysis was performed on a set of 27

beltway cities (such as Washington, D.C.) and 27 non-beltway cities (such as Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania) in the U.S., but no significant land use impacts were found from the

existence, relative location, or length of beltways (Payne-Maxie Consultants, 1980).

The hub-and-spoke network is another typical connection pattern in a variety of

contemporary transportation systems such as air and freight transportation, express

delivery systems, container shipping, and military logistics system. Taaffe et al. (1996)

examined the rationale for hub-and-spoke networks using basic transportation and

economic geography. They discussed some actual hub-and-spoke examples in air

transportation and also dealt with applications of hub-and-spoke to surface transportation

in the discussion of intermodalism. The hub-and-spoke system became the norm for most

major airlines (the so-called “network carriers”) in the U.S. after airline deregulation in

1978 (Morrison and Winston, 1989).  Bryan and O’Kelly (1999) reviewed the advances

in analytical hub location problem for the airline hub-and-spoke networks. Taylor et al.
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(2005) addressed configuration and operational concerns on hub-and-spoke networks in

trucking.

Despite the contributions of these studies, few of them have investigated the patterns

of roads quantitatively.  Connection patterns of road networks remain poorly understood

by engineers and urban planners. As Marshall (2005) pointed out, although the

connection patterns of streets and roads play a profound role in the city form as a physical

presence and as a land use, designers have to describe their desired patterns of roads

subjectively and abstractly, due to the lack of explicit measurement of them.

This section defines four typical connection patterns in road networks, develops an

algorithm to identify inherent patterns of a given network, and proposes quantitative

measures to evaluate the significance of each specific connection type.

There are two basic structures for planar transportation networks: branching

networks and circuit networks (Harggett and Chorley, 1969).  Circuit networks are

regional networks structured with closed circuits, where a circuit is defined as a closed

path (with no less than three links) that begins and ends at the same vertex.  Branching

networks are distinguished by their tree-like structures, which consist of sets of connected

lines without any complete circuits.  Specifically, a graph containing no cycles is called a

forest and a connected forest is called a tree.  Typical types of connection patterns

emergent in circuit or branching transportation networks include ring, web, star, and hub-

and-spoke.  Figure 1 illustrates simple examples of these connection patterns and their

graph-theoretic definitions follow.

[Insert Figure 1 here]

In a branching network with its Cyclomatic number (u) is equal to zero, a hub is

usually defined as a node with more than two connections.  A branching network with a

single hub is defined as a star while a branching network with multiple hubs is defined as

a hub-and-spoke system.

When the Cyclomatic number is larger than zero, there is at least one circuit in the

network.  In order to further define the connection types in such a network, the concepts
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of “bridge” (or “cut edge”) and “articulation points” are also introduced according to

Gibbons (1985).

An edge in a connected graph is a bridge if deleting it would create a disconnected

graph.  An articulation point of a connected graph is a vertex whose removal disconnects

the graph.  A subnetwork is called a block if it contains no articulation points.  Note that

the blocks of a graph with one or more articulation points can be identified by

disconnecting the graph at each articulation point in turn in such a way that each block

retains a copy of the articulation point.

A circuit block is defined in this study as a block that contains at least one circuit and

contains neither bridges nor articulation points. If a circuit-block contains only one

circuit, it is defined as a ring; if it contains more than one circuit, it is defined as a web.

Considering arterials as a sub-network of a road network, this study examines the

connection patterns of arterial roads in particular.  The reason is twofold.  First, according

to the functional classification of roads, arterials play an essential role in travel mobility,

serving as the “backbone” of a road system.  The topology of arterials may have a more

direct and essential impact on overall travel mobility of a road network than that of local

streets; second, the arterial network is smaller than the whole road network, and thus

demonstrates clearer patterns that are easier to define and identify.  In fact, all the

aforementioned studies on road connection patterns examine highway systems only.

An arterial network itself may be unconnected and consists of pieces of connected

components (g), as defined above.  The primary component is defined as the connected

component that comprises the largest length of arterials.  The relative size of the primary

component can be evaluated by comparing the length of the primary component to the

total length of arterials as a ratio φprim. Marshall (2005) has observed an outstanding

feature that the national road network possesses: strategic routes all connect contiguously.

Marshall refers to this property as ‘arteriality’. The values g and φprim indicate how

dispersed arterials are distributed in a road network and thus measure the arteriality of the

network.  A large g together with a small φprim implies arterials are scattered without

connecting into continuous routes, and thus represents a road network of low arteriality.

A small g and a large φprim, on the other hand, indicate a road network of high arteriality.
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Arterials in most real road networks have only one connected component with g equal to

1 and φprim equal to 1.0.

Figure 2 illustrates how circuit blocks can be identified algorithmically from a

connected arterial network, based on which the structural elements of branch, ring,

circuit, and beltway can be identified and their relative significance can be measured. A

circuit block has the following properties according to graph theory:

1) Since a circuit block contains no bridge or articulation points, it will remain

connected after deleting any node or link.

2) There are at least two paths between any pair of nodes without any common

nodes between paths except the origin and the destination, which ensures

“multiple paths between all origins and destinations, and at least two of which

share no links” in a web (Levinson, 2002).

3) A link on a circuit must belong to one of the circuit-blocks; a link on a circuit

block can belong to either a ring or a web.  Thus the “ringness” and “webness” of

a network can be measured by a ratio:

€ 

φring =
Total length of arterials on rings

Total length of arterials
(4)

€ 

φweb =
Total length of arterials on webs

Total length of arterials
(5)

The concepts of “circuitness” and “treeness” can be further defined as:

€ 

φcircuit = φring + φweb (6)

€ 

φtree =1−φcircuit (7)

Both ratios range from 0.0 to 1.0, indicating to what extent arterials are connected

as circuits or trees.  A high ratio of treeness indicates a branching structure while

a high ratio of circuitness a circuit network.  These definitions and measures

provide a consistent and computable way to examine typical topologies for the

arterial network based on digitized road networks.

4) The series of connected links on the envelope of a circuit block forms the largest

circuit contained by this block.  The beltway study for The US Department of

Transportation (Payne-Maxie Consultants, 1980) displays the highway networks

of eight typical beltway cities in the U.S.  As shown in Figure 3, a metropolitan
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highway network usually contains a major web block embracing the downtown

area and a beltway located on the border of the web block.  The beltway study,

however, did not define a beltway accurately or point out how to identify a

beltway in a developed urban road network.  In this study, we define a beltway in

a road network where one dominant circuit block exists.  If the dominant block is

a ring, the ring is identified as the beltway; if the dominant block is a web, we

define the beltway as the envelope of the circuit block.  Although the

identification of a beltway in a real road network may be subject to other factors,

such as designations of arterials, convexity of the belt, and distance from the

CBD(s), our definition will be a good approximation.   Based on our definition of

beltway, a unique beltway can be identified algorithmically for any road network

with a dominant circuit block, and its length, coverage area, number of

interchanges, and traffic volume can be easily estimated.  This study proposes a

simple ratio of  “beltness” to indicate the significance of beltway:

€ 

φbelt =
Length of the beltway
Total length of arterials

(8)

An urban arterial network may have multiple concentric beltways around its

CBD(s).  An inner beltway can be identified by breaking its outer beltway and

repeating the above procedures.  Specifically, we remove the nodes on the

envelope of the dominant circuit block which we have identified as the outer

beltway, find the inner dominant circuit block, if any, for the remaining part of the

block, and identify the envelope of this circuit block as the inner beltway.  These

steps can be repeated until no dominant circuit block is found.  The beltness of

each beltway can be calculated.  To distinguish, we mark the beltness of the first

beltway from the outside as 

€ 

φbelt
1 , that of the second inner beltway as 

€ 

φbelt
2 , and so

on.

[Insert Figure 2 here]

[Insert Figure 3 here]
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CONTINUITY

All the aforementioned measures examine the structure of road infrastructure

network while disregarding traffic flow on the network. In an urban transportation

system, however, traffic flow and network structure are mutually affected. Daily travel

behaviors aggregate into traffic flow on the network, while in turn the human movement

on the network transforms network structure in the long run.  During this process, there

are always inconsistencies between the desired properties that a network structure is

expected to possess in design and the quality of travel that is actually perceived by

travelers in using the network, such as legibility, convenience, comfortableness, and

consistency.

Inter-connectivity is a property of transportation networks that has been in active

investigation. Lee and Lee (1998) examined connection between transit lines. Rietveld

(1995; 1997) discussed both interconnectivity between multiple transportation modes and

interconnectivity in unimodal networks based on different service levels, for instance,

high speed, little stops versus lower speeds, many stops.

This section proposes a measure of continuity that examines travelers’ perceptions of

the interconnectivity in an urban road network. As pointed out by Rietveld (1995), “the

quality of transport networks does not only depend on the features of the links, but also

on the way the links are connected”. When travelers move on a road network that consists

of different classes of links, they usually have to transfer from one class of roads to

another at the intersections or interchanges along their paths (routes). During this process

discontiguity may be perceived due to the inconvenience associated with transferring

between different classes of roads. Figure 4 gives three possible travel patterns on

different two-level networks.  Part (1) presents a typical travel pattern on an urban road

network.  Travelers access a highway (arterial) via a local street (collector), complete the

largest part of their trips on highways, and return to a local street to access their

destinations.  Part (2) illustrates a possible travel pattern on a hypothetic network on

which roads of different hierarchies are randomly distributed.  Travelers have to

frequently transfer between roads of different hierarchies, and in this case they would

travel less than they do on the previous network.  Part (3) exemplifies the travel pattern

on a rural road network.  Since only local streets exist, motorists would make even
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shorter trips.  As can be seen, a moderate frequency of transfers on roads of different

hierarchies helps travelers access arterial roads and choose the most efficient route, while

too many transfers may raise the discontinuity of vehicle speed and thus decrease

people’s willingness to travel. “Continuity” and its complement “discontinuity” are

introduced to capture the inconvenience associated with transferring between different

classes of roads.  In a sense the measure of continuity can be regarded as a mixed

evaluation of both heterogeneity and inter-connectivity in a network from the perspective

of travelers.

Since we assign all the O-D traffic on the shortest path between the origin and the

destination, the discontinuity of a trip can be measured as the changes of link hierarchy

along the shortest path.  If a traveler moves from the upstream link a of hierarchy k1 to

the downstream link b of hierarchy k2, the discontinuity of this movement is measured as:

€ 

ya = k1 − k2 (9)

Travel demand models are used to predict the traffic flow on each route connecting

any origin-destination (O-D) pair.  For simplicity of illustration, we assume all the traffic

between a certain O-D pair is allocated to the shortest path according to an all-or-nothing

assignment (Ortuzar, 2001, p.331-332).  The improved computing power enables

us to trace the journey of travelers along each shortest path and measure their perceptions

on the continuity of their travel in the network.

Thus the discontinuity of the trip along the shortest path {P} can be measured as:

€ 

Y(P) = ya
a∈{P}
∑ (10)

The discontinuity of a road network can be measured as:

€ 

Y =

Y ({PRS}
all(R ,S )
∑ ) *qRS

l(PRS
all(R ,S )
∑ ) *qRS

(11)

Where PRS is the shortest path between a given O-D node pair (R, S), qRS is the

number of trips between the origin and the destination, and l(P) is the length of the

shortest path.

 [Insert Figure 4 here]
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EXPERIMENTS

This study introduces four idealized networks with simple geometrical properties as

base networks and derives 12 other networks by removing links from the base networks

and specifying hierarchy levels for the remaining links.  The base networks are

characterized by which directions that one can travel from any point in the network, and

they are referred to in this study as the 90-degree, 45-degree, 30-degree, and completely

connected (or complete) networks, respectively.

A 90-degree network is a network consisting of square grids.  We call it the 90-

degree network because travelers can only make a turn of 90˚ or a multiple of 90˚ at any

node of such a network.  Similarly, a 45-degree network is a network in which the

included angle of two intersecting links can be either 45˚ or multiples of 45˚.  A 30-

degree network has the same topology with the hexagon landscape developed consistent

with the transportation principle of central place theory (King, 1985), in which the

included angle of two intersecting links can be 30˚ or its multiples.  A complete network

is developed by connecting every pair of the intersection nodes of a grid network and

dividing direct connections into shorter links where they intersect or overlap.

Theoretically, the turning directions included in a complete network range from 0˚ to

360˚, depending on the size of the original grid network.  Since all these networks are

developed based on the square grid network, their size can be indicated by the number of

nodes along each side of the original square grid.  For example, a 4X4 complete network

is a network developed on a 4X4 grid.

Figure 5 displays four base networks 15X15 90-degree network (A0), 15X15 45-

degree network (B0), and 15X15 30-degree network (C0), and 4X4 complete network

(D0), as well as 12 network structures derived from them (three for each).  As can be

seen, links have been specified as 5 different hierarchies.  The boldness and grayness of a

link indicates its hierarchy level and a bolder and darker link represents a road of a higher

hierarchy.  This study examines these 16 networks with proposed topological measures.

[Insert Figure 5 here]
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In addition, to incorporate land use patterns into our measurement, we assume each

network is located in the center of a land use grid.  In this study, a uniform land use

distribution on a square land use layer (2500 land use cells) is pre-specified with each

land use cell generating and attracting 10 trips of a single mode.  All the trips are

allocated to the nearest node that is connected to the network and, as mentioned before,

all the traffic between any pair of nodes is assigned to the shortest path.  The travel

demand model used in this study follows Yerra and Levinson (2005), including the steps

of shortest path finding, gravity-based trip distribution, and traffic assignment.

RESULTS

With the pre-specified 5 categories of links, we calculated the entropies of test

networks.  With the assumption that roads of Level 3 and higher represent arterials, we

examined links of Levels 3, 4, and 5 in particular, measuring the ringness, webness, and

treeness of arterial networks, and identifying their connection types.  We also calculated

the discontinuities of test networks with the pre-specified land use layer and simplified

travel demand models.  Table 1 presents the basic structural facts for test networks.

[Insert Table 1 here]

As shown in Table 1, the first column lists the total length of links for each test

network.  Since each network occupies the same area of land use territory, this measure

can indicate the relative density of road infrastructure.  As can be seen, the network B0 is

the most intensively developed network, which has the longest distance of roads, as well

as the largest number of links and nodes among test networks.  The topological measures

for the arterial sub-network are not available for A0, B0, C0, and D0 because these

networks consist only of links on Level 1 (collectors).  The fourth column lists the

number of connected components in the arterial sub-network (g), and the fifth column

lists the length ratio of the primary component (φprim).  They together indicate the

arteriality of each road network.  As can be seen, network D2 is the only network

containing 18 scattered pieces of arterials, while all the others have only one connected

network of arterials.  The number of circuits (u) indicates whether a network is a circuit

network or a branching network.  More accurate measures like circuitness and treeness
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will be discussed later.  Note that networks A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and D1 each contain a

dominant circuit-block, so their beltways can be identified and their measures of beltness

can be calculated based on our definition.  Some of these beltway networks may contain

multiple beltways.

Table 2 summarizes the results of proposed structural measures for these networks.

The four base networks are displayed respectively in A0, B0, C0, and D0.  Again,

since these four networks do not contain any arterial, both the entropy measure and the

discontinuity measure of each network are equal to 0.0.  Furthermore, the measures of

ringness, webness, and treeness for these networks are not available in Table 2.

Note that base networks are all symmetric structures.  Networks A1, B1, C1, and D1

are also symmetric structures derived respectively from the four based networks, and they

are all characterized by significant beltways in the central area of landscape.  Network B1

contains a ring in the center as well as 4 radiating arterial links extending to the corners.

Networks A1, C1, and D1 each contains a dominant web block, and beltways can be

identified approximately along the envelopes of these web blocks.  All these networks

have relatively low measures of treeness, while relatively high measures of circuitness.

Networks A2, B2, C2, and D2 represent relatively complicated asymmetric

structures derived from the base networks.  No significant large-scale topological patterns

can be observed from these networks.  Most such networks are mixed with circuits and

branches.  Among them A2 and B2 are more of circuit networks, where most arterials are

located on circuits and they merge into a dominant web block.  This is corroborated by

the fact that both networks have higher measures of webness than their measures of

treeness.  On the other hand, arterials in Networks C2 and D2 are mostly connected as

merged or scattered trees.  Stars have been observed in these two networks.

The remaining four asymmetric networks A3, B3, C3, and D3 all display significant

hub-and-spoke patterns.  Each of these networks has the measure of treeness equal to 1

and is topologically characterized by arterials of higher levels connecting hubs and roads

of those of lower levels connecting between hubs and terminals.

The measure of “beltness” indicates the significance of a beltway in the whole

arterial system of a road network.  Table 2 presents the measures of “beltness” for the six

beltway networks.  Both an outer beltway and an inner beltway are identified according
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to our definition in four out of six beltway cities, including networks A1, A2, B2, and D1,

so both measures of 

€ 

φbelt
1  and 

€ 

φbelt
2  are presented in Table 2.  As can be seen, network B1

has the most significant beltway with the beltness equal to 0.49, and it is the only beltway

network that contains a ring block instead of a web block.  Thus its measure of “beltness”

is equal to its “ringness” measure.  The beltways of the other five beltway networks are

identified as the envelopes of their dominant web blocks, and their measures of

“beltness” are smaller than their “webness” measures.

The heterogeneity of test networks can be compared using their entropy measures.

As can be seen in Table 2, networks A3, B3, C3, and D3 have relatively high entropies,

disclosing that hub-and-spoke structures are more differentiated than others.  These

networks also have higher measures of discontinuity, compared to the beltway networks.

This can be explained by the fact that travelers have to access main roads that connect

hubs via branches of different hierarchies in a hub-and-spoke, while they can access a

beltway easier and usually travel continuously through roads of the same level on a

beltway.

[Insert Table 2 here]

CONCLUSIONS

The structure of spatial networks and the measurement of their topologic, geometric,

and large-scale statistic attributes are topics that deserve great attention. Network

scientists, geographers, transportation researchers, and urban planners have developed a

variety of structural measures over half a century. This study proposed three new

measures that supplement existing measures for transportation networks, specifically

examining the structure of urban road networks. These measures are heterogeneity

(entropy), connection pattern, and continuity, respectively.

Instead of measuring the heterogeneity of a network based on power-law distribution

as many contemporary network analyses did, we argue a road network is link-centric and

proposed a link-based measure of entropy to examine the heterogeneity of the network

with regard to the differentiated function or performance of urban roads. Depending on

the criteria we use to classify links, the measure of entropy has a variety of applications.
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Transportation planners always face a choice to build arterial roads for more mobility or

to build collector roads for more accessibility. An entropy measure based on functional

classes of roads indicates the balance between the two functionalities, and could provide

benchmark for a more balanced design of network. An entropy measure on the basis of

classified road conditions such as speed and LOS is a good indicator for engineers to

more efficiently distribute traffic flows on a network. A particular distribution of links

could be devised using entropy maximization techniques based on a sampling of roads in

a network, which enables more empirical applications of this measure.

This study defines typical connection patterns and provides a standard way to

algorithmically identify predefined patterns and to measure their respective significance

in a network of arterials (highways). Previous studies on geometric patterns of spatial

networks either examine only simplified patterns in idealized networks or recognize

patterns manually. This method realizes automatic recognition of predefined geometric

patterns, which is less costly, more accurate, reproducible, and not limited to simple

networks. This method also makes it possible to conduct large-scale statistical analyses of

connection patterns among a batch of networks, since computers are much faster in

following programmed instructions and performing mathematical calculations. Compared

to the aforementioned beltway study conducted in the 1980s, a similar statistical analysis

can now be conducted in hundreds of networks within much less time. Note that although

exemplified by idealized networks, our algorithm can be applied to any digitized network

coded in link-node structure. In addition, the proposed measures of connection patterns

can be used to provide common yardsticks to compare connection patterns in different

networks, as well as to precisely trace the structural change of networks over time.

The measure of contiguity provides a way to evaluate the quality of a road network

from travelers’ perspective. On the basis of previous analyses of accessibility and inter-

connectivity, this measure considers both the attributes of heterogeneity and connectivity

and the aggregate travel behavior (traffic flow) on the network. Based on the assumption

that inconvenience is associated with transferring between different levels of roads, this

measure can be extended to account for a lot of “discontinuous” factors, such as the delay

of signalized intersections or ramp metering, the toll paid entering a HOT (High

Occupancy Toll) lane, merging, turns, etc. Developed based on transportation planning
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models, this measure could provide guideline to transportation planners toward a better

design of network structure. Together with the measures of connection patterns, the

measures of desired network properties such as the measure of continuity could become

useful guidance for urban planners in the design of collective patterns of urban roads.

This measure has the flexibility to account for the discontiguity when transferring

between different modes, as well as different levels of discontiguity perceived by

different user classes, by introducing more sophisticated travel demand models.
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 Table 1.  Basic structural facts of test road networks

The road network The arterial subnetwork

Topology L
(Total

length )

e
(No. of
edges)

v
(No. of

vertices)

g
(No. of connected
components)

φprim

(Ratio of
the primary
component)

u
(No. of
circuits)

n
(No. of
circuit-
blocks)

A0 2760.0 420 225 N.A.
A1 1734.9 264 225 1 100.0% 9 1
A2 1905.7 290 225 1 100.0% 8 1
A3 1472.0 224 225 1 100.0% 0 0
B0 6402.9 1204 421 N.A.
B1 2904.5 524 341 1 100.0% 1 1
B2 1881.4 344 311 1 100.0% 17 1
B3 1650.8 301 302 1 100.0% 0 0
C0 6279.9 1038 367 N.A.
C1 785.3 124 115 1 100.0% 6 1
C2 1503.9 248 197 1 100.0% 6 2
C3 641.4 102 103 1 100.0% 0 0
D0 5210.7 872 353 N.A.
D1 1144.7 224 196 1 100.0% 13 1
D2 2137.9 427 302 18 16.6% 0 0
D3 551.9 90 91 1 100.0% 0 0
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Table 2.  Results of proposed structural measures

Topology H
(Entropy)

€ 

φcircuit  (

€ 

φring /

€ 

φweb )
Circuitness (Ringness/Webness)

€ 

φbelt
1

/ 

€ 

φbelt
2

(Beltness)

€ 

φtree
(Treeness)

Y
Discontinuity

A0 0.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.0000
A1 1.32 0.83 (0.00/0.83) 0.42/0.17 0.17 0.0005
A2 1.31 0.78 (0.00/0.78) 0.44/0.14 0.22 0.0017
A3 1.28 0.00 (0.00/0.00) 0.00/0.00 1.00 0.0056
B0 0.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.0000
B1 0.45 0.49 (0.49/0.00) 0.49/0.00 0.51 0.0000
B2 1.01 0.68 (0.00/0.68) 0.29/0.12 0.32 0.0001
B3 1.26 0.00 (0.00/0.00) 0.00/0.00 1.00 0.0016
C0 0.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.0000
C1 1.66 0.69 (0.00/0.69) 0.38/0.00 0.31 0.0270
C2 0.99 0.32 (0.04/0.28) 0.00/0.00 0.67 0.0144
C3 1.88 0.00 (0.00/0.00) 0.00/0.00 1.00 0.0342
D0 0.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.0000
D1 0.68 0.77 (0.00/0.77) 0.36/0.19 0.23 0.0117
D2 0.54 0.00 (0.00/0.00) 0.00/0.00 1.00 0.0162
D3 1.43 0.00 (0.00/0.00) 0.00/0.00 1.00 0.0324

*The measures 

€ 

φbelt
1

 and 

€ 

φbelt
2

 indicate the beltness of the outer beltway and that of the inner beltway,
respectively.  The measure of beltness is equal to 0.00 when no beltway is detected.
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Ring Web Star Hub-and-spoke

Figure 1. Examples of connection patterns
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Description Example

Step 1
Identify and label bridges in a
connected graph

Step 2
Delete bridges and obtain separate
connected components

Step 3

Identify and label articulation
points for the remaining graph. If
there is no articulation point in a
component, it is labeled as a
circuit block.

Step 4

If there is at least one articulation
point in a component, pick one and
break it.  Each part retains a copy
of the articulation point.

Step 5
Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 until no
articulation points remain.

Figure 2.  Identification of circuit blocks in a connected graph
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Atlanta Baltimore Columbus Omaha

Minneapolis-St. Paul Baltimore Raleigh San Antonio

Data Source: Payne-Maxie Consultants (1980)
*The bold lines represent highways; the dots represent regional shopping centers

Figure 3.  The 1976-1980 highway networks of eight beltway cities
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Hierarchy (k)

Distance
 Collector 1

   Arterial  2

   Origin    Destination
(2)

Hierarchy (k)

Distance
 Collector 1

   Arterial  2

   Origin    Destination
(3)

Hierarchy (k)

Distance
 Collector 1

   Arterial  2

   Origin    Destination
(1)

 Figure 4.  Example Travel patterns on two-hierarchy networks

(Top) Continuous network hierarchies
(Middle) Discontinuous network hierarchies
(Bottom) No change in network hierarchy
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15X15 90-degree
Network

15X15 45-degree
Network

15X15 30-degree
Network

4X4 complete
Network

Figure 5.  Sixteen test networks
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